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Our aim

Our aim is to help organisations be successful
by having the very best people in place who
can take the lead from any chair

We wish to share our expertise, our insights and
our research so that fellow professionals can have
a greater impact in developing others

In the hotel lobby was a grand piano but the manager walked past
without wanting to play it. Not because she had no time; not because
she had no sheet music, but because she didn't know how to play.
People are only motivated to do things when they have the ability and
the confidence to do them.

DTC - Mini Case examples of clients and our work

Top team development programme
for the Chartered Institute of
Housing working with the CEO and
direct reports.

Key partner on the International VP
development programme working
in collaboration with INSEAD.

We have a long association with
Ageas. We are currently running an
18 month senior leader programme
that incorporates an ILM Level 5
Diploma in Leadership &
Management.

We run the Transformational
Leadership in a European Context
programme for senior leaders
across the ECB in Europe.

A chosen development partner
with the FCA providing coaching
support and Senior Leader
development.
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Net Promoter Score - Our feedback is consistently 8-10 out of 10

We ran an 18 month programme
for the whole management team
which supported their culture
change and business development
ambitions.

We have been a key supplier to
Post Oﬃce Limited for eight years.
Recent projects include a coaching
& mentoring programme for senior
female leaders and top talent
programmes which include ILM
qualifications. We also worked on
the roll out of their vision and
values across the business.

We have worked closely with L&Q.
We are currently providing
coaching support to members of
the Exec Team who are going
through the merger. We also run
programmes that include ILM
formal qualifications and endorsed
programmes.

Developing mastery in
leadership & coaching

“I’m A perfectionist and one thing about me: I
practice until my feet bleed”
Beyonce Knowles

Project Management
We manage the induction for new participants
We provide detailed help and support on how to complete
assignments
We provide seamless admin between our participants,
clients and the ILM
We keep up to date records of registration and progress
We can arrange all marking and assignment feedback
We manage the production of certificates
We provide ongoing support to participants

Development Programmes in Coaching, Mentoring, Leadership &
Management in partnership with the Institute of Leadership &
Management
We are an approved ILM Centre with considerable experience in running a range of ILM programmes.

Qualification Programmes
Level 3 - 5 Programmes in Coaching, Mentoring, Leadership & Management
There is considerable flexibility in how to structure these. We have a great deal of experience in working with the ILM
to create engaging programmes. This diagram shows how we work hard to integrate three key elements
•
•
•

Business Need - The programme has to connect to the challenge being faced by the business
ILM Syllabus - We need to make sure our participants are well prepared to complete the assessed work
Best Practice - We have over 20 years experience in developing leaders and we make sure our programmes are
leading edge, challenging and engaging

Business Need

Most of our experience is in running the ILM Level 3 - 5 in Coaching, Mentoring, Leadership & Management. We are
running programmes at Award, Certificate and Diploma level for diﬀerent clients.

Best practice in
learning

ILM Syllabus

Level 7 Programmes
We oﬀer the ILM Level 7 In Coaching & Mentoring as an open programme and in-house.

Endorsed Programmes
We oﬀer these to clients who would like to experience the learning with a level of assessment but without the
pressure of completing assignments:
•
•
•

Running The Business
Building the Business
Coaching & Mentoring Skills
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Net Promoter Score - Our feedback is consistently 8-10 out of 10

Leading through
change

You have to surround yourself with musicians who
think, not ones who are comfortable
Miles Davis
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Workshops &
masterclasses
based on our
Change
Leadership Model
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Executive Presence

‘Le Concert, C’est Moi’
Franz Liszt

I have to brush my teeth before I go on stage
otherwise I don't feel smart enough.
Chris Martin

I get asked “Do you have a ritual? What do you do
before you go on stage?” I walk from the dressing
room to the stage, that’s the ritual”
Billy Joel

Legend
Your reputation, your brand, what
people say about you, how they
describe or perceive you.
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Ego state
The core of who you are. Your
passion, energies, self belief and self
control. When you look in the mirror
what do you see?
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Workshops on
Executive Presence
based around our
research and our
Executive Presence
Model

Impact
The impression you create when
you walk into a room or stand up at
a conference. The buzz you create
around you.
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Focus
Your perspectives on a problem,
the areas that are on your radar.
How you focus your energy.

‘It seems like there’s a board there and all the nails
are pounded in all over the place.. And every new
person that comes to pound in a nail finds that
there’s one less space…
I’m content with the same old piece of wood. I just
want to find a another place to pound in a nail’
Bob Dylan

We take on the role as ‘thinking
partner’ to help you think through
the strategic challenges you face.
Our workshops and group
coaching sessions contain many
practical tools to help you think
clearly.

Top Team
Development

“I love to hear a choir. I love the humanity to see the
faces of real people devoting themselves to a piece of
music. I like the teamwork. It makes me feel optimistic
about the human race when I see them cooperating
like that”
Paul McCartney
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Great people
Strong team spirit

Strong &
supportive

Respectful - good listening

Clear on strengths
High self awarness
Understanding of diﬀerent
styles and approaches

Powerful

Weak

Tough

Team Dynamics

Constructive challenge

Sociable

Mutual support
High Trust
Good balance of styles

Team dynamics

Team development workshops to
bring the very best out of
individuals and teams

Silo thinking/
negative
No
focus

Strategic Strength

Clear goals

Excellence culture

Clear link with organisation
strategy

Results orientation

Clear mission, vision &
values

We have a business plan

Clear accountabilities

Energy/drive sense of
urgency

Change focus

Outperforming objectives

Strategic strength

Clear
strategy

Executive Coaching

‘I never took lessons. I once thought I was losing
my voice years ago and I hired a teacher…He said
“well you should learn the Streisand method”. I said
“what IS the Streisand method?” I had no idea
what he was talking about.’
Barbara Streisand

Coaching Tools

Executive coaching
To develop authentic credibility at
the most senior levels in an
organisation

We have a wide range of tools
that may be useful to our
coaching. Here are a few
examples:

Are you willing to take
a long hard look at
yourself?

1. 360 feedback
We have access to many tools that
summarise how other people see you.
We can do this formally using
psychometrics (such as the Talent Q
test) or informally capturing data
through interview.
2. Challenge & Insight Tools
We developed a toolkit of questions
and challenges that help us to stretch
and challenge your thinking during the
coaching session.

Providing a
safe space to
explore and
discuss

3. Discovery Insights or Myers Briggs
Useful tools for helping you to think
through relationships and the dynamics
to consider when different perspectives
clash.

Key issues in
Executive Coaching

Building
momentum and
driving for
success

Do you have the
drive and motivation to
change and
succeed?

4. Executive Presence Model
A tool we developed to provide shape
and objectivity to the challenging
subject of what does it take to possess
executive presence or gravitas.

Exploring
problems/
issues and
untapped
potential in
depth

What problems/
concerns or worries do
you have about the
way things are?

5. Strategic Map Model
We help teams to think through
business strategies and plans. We have
a model that simplifies the strategic
thinking process and we can bring this
into the coaching session if needed.
6. Change leadership model
A tool that helps you to think through
the dynamics of engaging people in
change.
7. Decision model
If you are unhappy about decisions that
have not gone your way, this will help
you to develop a constructive and
positive way of dealing with it.

"For any producer I've ever worked with, their
toughest job is to convince me to not to
obscure my vocals. A lot of people don't like the
sound of their own voice on, like, cassette tape
or something. It's like that for me, and other
songwriters I know. Like, "Oh God, that's what I
sound like?""
Ryan Adams

‘I am trying to get out of my own way’
Lucinda Williams

Why DTC?
Business aware

Facilitation

Worked across the world with bright,
challenging people working for high
profile organisations

We use a range of styles and
learning methods to keep the
learners engaged

Fun/Interesting
We are motivated and hungry for
new experiences and bring a sense
of fun to our work

Credible

1000’s of hours
We bring vast experience in leader
and manager development

Personal reflection
Group discussion
Peer coaching

We have all worked at senior/executive
level in large corporate organisations
and are used to working with diﬀerent
cultures across the globe

Our style

ILM Approved

Experiential

Input

We are approved by the ILM to run
Level 7 programmes

Up-to-date
We invest heavily in personal CPD
and contribute to the profession.
Trained to use many tools (MBTI,
Insights Talent Q, Belbin etc)

Executive Coaches

Track record

We coach at executive level

We are asked back again and again
Business success & evaluation
We are business people and connect
our work to your goals and ambitions

Executive development
Executive coaching
Top team facilitation
Strategic thinking & planning
Change leadership
Executive presence
Leader development
Qualifications in leadership &
coaching
Team development

Your thinking partner

DTC Ltd
61a Castle Road
Southsea
Hants
PO5 3AY
www.development-training.com
+44 2392 831102
info@development-training.com
andy@development-training.com
@dtctweet
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